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John Ford BCDN (Best Cat and Dog Nutrition), Roger Biduk 
Finally, thru both education and mass communication this disgrace in both pet food greed and vet ignorance is 

now shown. Great website [BCDN]. 
 
 
Larry Warren 
37 secs · I love this guy! If you're a pet "parent", check out Roger's page and research! The information is 

eye-opening! 
 

Debbi Stroll Freedman  Lois Eckhart Blackburn 
9 hrs · This is the guy I was telling you about. Friend him and start reading. It IS an eye-opener! 

 
Denise LeAnne Martin-Hastings It’s because of you Roger that I did it [change diet] and now I tell everyone 
about you and your FB page!!!! Such a major difference!!! My diabetic doxie is testing so low for Insulin ..... 

it’s AMAZING!!!! Thank YOU!!!!! ♥ 

 
Dee Schwark Thank you so very much for the info Roger. There are so many articles on the net and not 
knowing if they are biased or not entirely correct is a concern. It's a relief to know that we can rely on your 

knowledge and honesty. Much appreciated. 
 
  
Ali Reitenbaugh-Witt Thank u so much Roger as always I appreciate Ur info and trust your advice !! 

 
 

 
Larry Warren Thank you Roger for all the hard work that you do! It's one thing to say that certain things are 
not good for our animals and leave it at that, but you back it up with the "why" these are so bad! Thank you 

for educating us! 14 mins · Unlike · 2 
 

   
Olivia Wade Alexander And thank you, Roger, for all your time and trouble to do the work you do. 

Just now · Unlike · 1 
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Uta Harrison Roger, I would like to personally thank you for helping me find a vet. who also is holistically trained 
[ in addition to conventional vet. school]. Had been there 2 times with Nike [ doggy, will be 11 in Nov.], a wonderful, 
caring and patient man, price for consultation of ONE HOUR had been only 15,- more as the regular vet. fee [ 90.-]. At 
the former vet. I had paid 90.- just to get into her office and she had been more than 'indifferent' to my questions 
about pet food, pointing to the crap she is selling and once I declined she just shrugged her shoulders, turning her 
back towards me. O.k., that did it, we switched!!! And Molly, the kitten will also get switched over to the new vet. 
eventually. Never going back to the former vet. again!!! To many misdiagnoses, I do not trust her anymore. --- Thank 
you so, SO much for providing us with an alternative. P.S. have read your articles and learned so much, you are 
TOPS!!! I'm so TOTALLY impressed with that Dr., can't thank you ENOUGH Roger Biduk for your help in finding that 
office. 
 

 
Kris Tannerposted to Roger Biduk  
56 minutes ago 

Thank You for the friendship. I love your articles and readings.  
 

 
Tommy J Baker Search Roger Biduk for the best info on the health of your pet, you won't be disappointed 

Like · Reply · 13 hrs 
 
 
Kevin Cronce Roger.. thanks! I like how you describe the reasoning behind why you suggest to avoid. It 

makes sense. I already do give my pug raw meat in every meal. Mainly was wondering about that food. And now I 
know what to look for and why I should avoid some and not others. 
5 mins · Unlike · 1 
 

 
Jana K Elms Thanks so much Roger ...You have helped me out with my dogs and I hope I can help Elka 

also...... 
  
Sherry Johnson Thanks Roger and happy New Year to you, I just want to let you know [because of 
your recommendation] that since Trinket has been on the canned Wellness Core, she has the shiniest 

coat ever and her hair is growing so fast. Thank you so much for what you do. My baby thanks you too.  
 
 Kelly Cumming Thank you, thank you, thank you! You're my hero for the day. Am feeling more confident 
now about feeding a good, balanced diet. 
 

 
Jo Kenworthy  osted to  Roger Biduk 
Lovely to connect to you Roger. Came across your great website and love what you share and the way you 

share it. It is so refreshing, direct and honest. ♥ 
Like · · about an hour ago  

 
 
Larry Warren Roger, you're so helpful! Thank you thank you thank you! This information should be read by 

EVERY pet owner. There's nothing here that is sensationalized. It's all very factual and MAKES PERFECT SENSE!!! Feed 
our furry friends to THRIVE, not just survive! 
Unlike · Reply · 2 · 18 mins 
 
 

  
Nikki Brown I will share this article on my wall as I think its very well written Love you Roger Big fan of 

yours!!♥ 
2 mins · Unlike · 1 
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John Ford when your food  roducts go on the market, I’ll be one of your first lifetime customers.  
 
 
Uta Harrison May I add my 2 cents please? RODGER YOU ARE AWSOME, learning so much from you!!! Thank 

you for all this HARD WORK!!! 
 
   
Jean Rapisardi Thank you Roger....you always respond, it is so thoughtful!!  

You are an encyclopedia of information!!!! Appreciate it!! 
 

Mashael M Alsaud Roger Biduk Dog owners in Riyadh 
Thank you for all your useful inputs I am sure lots if people benefited from them. I am one of those people.  

 
Beth White- Scarlett Yes I agree. I have taken an interest in animal nutrition for 8 yrs. I sell raw 
food/supplements/dehydrated treats and offer free consultations.  

I love reading what you post because you have very knowledgeable back up. 
 
Beth White- Scarlett  
Roger, you are getting the word out and with great background.  
Good job!! 

 
Lana Dunn may all Canadian pet owners take your advice and research safe wholesome food diets and correct 
vaccination protocols.  

AND may they be as Passionate as you are to look into holistic / green and animal friendly health options for their 
own pets, 
ditto Saudi 
ditto world Dog owners in Riyadh 
 
Pamela Sichi Roger Biduk 
I don't know if you remember me But I was here asking you about dog food for a diabetic dog. And you 
recommended a Holistic Vet! Well we had our appointment and a senior panel done and also a fructosamine test! 
(tests blood sugar over a 3 month period) His Thyroid level was 0.8 and cholesterol 500. Other vet never bothered 
with this levels. She recommended home cooking bought a cook book and starting cooking for him, She said the raw 
food wouldn't be good for him, she started him on Thyroid medicine and lowered his insulin by 2 units from 30 twice 
a day to 28! She wants to do the fructosamine test in 6 weeks to check glucose level! Thank you so much for your 
help She is Holistic/Western so she does believe in heart worm meds and flea protection. But i have a question what 
kind of treat would this be protein based treats, for example meat jerkies (ensure they are produced domestically and 
prudently). I didn't get a chance to ask because we communicated through email! Thanks so much for your help!  
 

Gillian Marrah  
Thanks for your work 
10 mins · Unlike · 1 
 
Nancy Brundage Roger Biduk 
1 hr ·  
Hi Roger, I just wanted to let you know that Trini is doing great after having laser treatment with Dr 

Buchoff. No more itching and her hair is growing back. Probably the first time that this poor little dog every felt good. 
Thank you!!!! 

 
 
Jo Kenworthy Thank you so much for your wise words. ♥  

2 minutes ago · Unlike · 1 
 

 
Susan Royse Markley posted to  Roger Biduk  

3 hours ago 
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Thank you! I found your informative site and appreciate you adding me!  
 
 
Loraine Sullivan Thanks Roger. I was so glad I had done everything you suggested...I soaked the paw in Epsom 

salt when she first cut it, I disinfected it and was using an antibiotic on it. What I was doing wrong was not allowing it 
to air-dry, I was keeping it bandaged. I stopped bandaging it as soon as I read your reply and sure enough the cut 
started closing up and started healing. 
 

 
Anne Gendron i always appreciate your posts they educate some people about the truth behind this money 

making industry.Thanks. 
 
 
Cindy Churchward via Cindy Denton 
1 min 

Thanks Roger Biduk ! 
 

  
Ali Reitenbaugh-Witt thank you Roger!!! You're the best!!! 

13 mins · Unlike · 1 
 

 
Chris Howell Lewisposted to Roger Biduk  
7 minutes ago near Lake Hiawatha, NJ, United States 

Hi Roger, sorry to bother you...I have a question. What do you think of Orjins dog food. The dry, the freeze dried, and 
the treats? Thanks for all you do! Chris 

 
Elizabeth Jane Underwood Thanks Roger for all of your great info. I am really looking forward to one day  
giving our dog and cats your BCDN along with their meat and bones. 

 
 John Ford i meant to thank you for your knowledge 
Unlike · Reply · 1 · 6 minutes ago 
 
  
Martha Mooney Waltien I am very grateful to you, Roger. Thank you so much. 

about a minute ago · Unlike · 1 
 
 
Carole Best Felton Morgan James you need to follow Roger, great insight on feeding our pets and other 

valuable info. 
1 min · Like 

 
   
Carolyn Law He is not sick for the longest time and he is happy!  

Thank you ! 
14 minutes ago · Like 

 
Judy Rountree Tower Roger, you are a wealth of information. Thank you for taking time to help me!!!!!!!!!! 

 
Nancy Hogaboom Hart Thanks for all the tips Roger. Love your site and all the help to keep our best friends 

healthy! 
 
Chris Howell Lewis Thank you SOOOOOO much!!! 
 
Debi Pierce Will do! Thank you for doing what you do Roger!! 
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Maggie Arnold You're a good man, Roger Biduk. Been my pleasure, getting to know you 
 

Sharmini Gana Roger Biduk - THK U 4 your tireless work to save our beloved pets.  
 

Maggie Arnold You have to have a passion, to do this, to educate, and you certainly do that. Been to your 
website, looking for holistic vets in my area too. I post it for others too. I love your passion! 

 
Maggie Arnold Just meant the compliments as a thank you, because I really appreciate all that you have put 
into this. You have put an incredible amount of work into all this! 

 
Beth White- Scarlett Roger, I'm getting together a few sites of great information to add to my new website 
(Naturally Raw) would you kind me using a link to your site 
 
Maggie Arnold I know you've really done your homework, Roger, and I trust you. I know this started out as 
cannabis, for pain, but it cures cancer too and it's caused by vaccines. GMOs in all our foods too, not just 

pets'. Been following your posts for quite a while now and had to comment on all in my experience. You bend over 
backwards, trying to educate, and I appreciate it more than I know how to say. 
 

Nikki Brown BCDN (Best Cat and Dog Nutrition), Roger Biduk 
Thanks For the Invite Roger and your doing great work out there educating people on Raw Meaty Bones 
diets for their best friends.. I advise all my clients on raw feeding and the changes in their health and 

behaviour is just remarkable.. Lovely to connect with you.. Nikki Brown UK Natural Dog Whisperer 
 

John Ford looking forward to your products. 
 
 
Sharmini Gana Excellent website & info. Roger!!!! THK U - sharing!!! It's vital info. To save our pets & best 
friends.  

 
   
Nikki Brown Thanks.. we will keep on educating.. we may not be able to stop these big pet food companies 

but we sure can help to educate others to STOP buying their foods Keep up the great Work Roger, I am with you all 
the way Together we stand tall and strong. 
 

 
Carole Best Felton posted to  Roger Biduk  
11 minutes ago near Thompsons Station, TN, United States 

Hi Roger, I highly respect your opinion, with that, one if my cats is 16, he is the love of my life, literally! I want him 
with me for as long as possible I want to feed him the BEST possible canned food for his health. He has been very 
healthy, no problems. I have his senior blood work done every year. So what would be the BEST canned food for my 
boy? Thanx  

 
  
Carole Best Felton Thank you so much for sharing your knowledge  

2 minutes ago · Like 
 

 
Barbara Runge Schumann Wow tks so much Roger for taking the time to post for me!! 

42 minutes ago · Like 
 

Sandra K. Boggs Okay, thank you, Roger! I don't know what Blue and I would do without good friends like you!  
7 minutes ago · Like 

 
  
Sandra K. Boggs That is our goal! We appreciate you very much!  
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Vicky Malone didn't watch the programme but Roger Biduk said Lilys was one of only two foods available in England 
good enough to feed your dog on , have fed it since then, as one of mine is in remission from cancer an organic diet is 
essential, well done. 
Unlike · Reply · 2 · 7 hours ago 
 

  Thomas Gabriel Gray  Dude. Roger Biduk is AWESOME. 
Dude...and I gotta tell you...I have 2 maine coons that would not be as healthy as they are were it not for Roger’s 
advice...My avatarr pic is Buddy and Baby Love on night one. They are 10 weeks old in that pic. NOW, Buddy, 'the one 
on the left weighs 15 pounds at 11 months. His sister Baby weighs 9. I have NEVER experienced two more vibrant 
thriving health cats EVER.(I started feeding them Wellness brand cat food' An Obligate Carnivore Diiet" at 10 weeks 
and the proof is in the pudding). 
 
Buddy and Baby Love and me wish you only the very best. 
(Roger, ur a good man. Keep it up Don Quixote. Someone has to keep those windmills in line....) 
I admire you. 
Good Job Roger. 
16 minutes ago · Unlike 
 

   
Catherine Hamlin Just re-read your information. Many thanks, it's so refreshing to receive advice which 

makes sense and fits with everything I've learned so far. 
4 minutes ago · Unlike  

 
  
Carole Best Felton It is a heartbreaking reality. Iams food is horrible anyway. They use cancer causing 

ingredients. Believe it or not it is one of the worst! Please follow Roger Biduk, his info on Dog and Cat food is VERY 
informative. DO your research, also about vaccines. Which Roger covers. Seriously friend him, go through his FB 
pages and get great info. We live in such a cruel world, when realties are brought forth it is difficult to have faith in 
man kind  
9 minutes ago · Like 
 

  
Nancy Brundage I took blood test results from the crappy vet to the holistic vet and was amazed at what he 

could read from it that the cra  y vet let sli  by. All thanks to Roger’s advice. 
36 minutes ago · Unlike · 1 

 
 
Nancy GoldsteinRoger Biduk 
Hey Roger, I just wanted to update you on my dog... I took her to a vet on your list (Bowman Animal 

Hospital & Cat Clinic in Raleigh, NC, and she changed her diet slowly to a raw food diet, and every lab parameter that 
was not normal is now getting closer to the normal range! She LOVES her new diet and now has more energy than 
she used to. I just wish I would have known about this 12 years ago... but at least now, my 3 year old will have the 
benefit of me knowing! Thanks so much for all your helpful posts! I thank you and my dogs thank you! 
 

Ben Ferris 
Hi Roger, thanks for adding me a while back and as an animal nutritionist myself the job your doing is 

absolutely fantastic so keep up the trail blazing work as for me when I discovered your site it was like a breath of 
fresh air, incidentally and if you have time Id be interested see what you think of this UK dog food analysis or self 
proclaimed "Worlds most comprehensive dog food analysis site" as it has an enormous following and whilst I believe 
its useful there's quite a lot of info I dont agree with. Anyway, if you get a chance I be interested to hear your opinion. 
Thanks in advance. www.whichdogfood.co.uk 
 

 
Marilyn Kemper Thank You! Thank You! Thank You:) 

 
Gwen Riceposted toRoger Biduk Hi Roger, I am new follower and love what you do 
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Stacy Williamsposted toRoger Biduk  
Springfield, MO via mobile 

I work part time at a specialty pet store. I often have the opportunity to help people choose a new food or talk with 
them about specific health problems. I've been here for an hour and a half and already given your web page and Fb 
page to three desperate customers with specific health problems related to nutrition. Thank you for making this 
information so readily available. 
 
Marilyn KemperRoger Biduk 
Thank you...I am feeding both dogs and my cat "Wellness" Core. Grain Free. I saw your posat about it. It is kinda 
costly tho...so I will be glad when you market a cheaper brand. Thanks Mr. Biduk. Truly appreciate your input. I really 

trust your opinion. Marilyn 
 

Marilyn Kemper OH...you are correct...Bentley. We got him a female playmate, a cheweenie, her name is 
Bonnie. I also just got a cat...awesome big boy and his name is Emmett. You are just to good to be true...but I know 
you are. Thanks again 
 
Lisa Willis oh really...i didnt know that...thnaks for that Roger 

 
Sara Mccullock Awesome! Well spoken, love it. 
 

Vicky LS Appreciate the time and effort you put into your list, links and information.  
 

Kathy Mene posted to Roger Biduk  
I have been trying to spread the word about this issue which you have so eloquently addressed. I'm hoping that you 
don't mind me re-posting for all the pet people I know. Thank you for taking the time. I'm sure it will help countless 
grateful animals. 
 

 
 
Debbi Stroll Freedman RaeAnne~I have been learning a 
super lot of information from Roger Biduk. Friend him. He 
will tell you about the "raw food" diet he has used for 
years! And NO GRAINS!!! Not even rice. Not good for 
them!!! Also, if you do not want to do all the prep yourself, 
you can give them Wellness Core (ONLY the CORE 
one...the rest have grains, etc.). I have been giving our 

dogs the Wellness Core (in cans) and they LOVE it! Believe it or not, they are NOT supposed to have DRY kibble. Look 
him up! I think you'll find it VERY interesting! 

 
   
RaeAnne Reilly great! I will add him! thank u! 

   
Kristina Nethercott that's fantastic! can i add this link to my website? i have some local rescues, but nothing 
so extensive! let me know! 

 
 

Debbi Stroll Freedman He has a whole website that has TONS of information to help you. And ask him for 
the diet he gives his dog. He will send it to you! 

 
Sheri Theorganicpet This is a great article! Thank you--would you consider being a guest on my radio show? 
PET PREP RADIO? PetPrep RadioShow Pet Prep Radio Show Please email: petprepradioshow@gmail.com 

 
Carol Morrow P.s. spent some time on ur site last nite!! Wish everyone would visit it!! Very enlightening!! 
And informative!!! 
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Mel Swiger Thank you so much, I love your site. 

 
Beulah Chapman-Alestick Thank you for the great info Roger! 
 
KevinLkilla Connolly ALWAYS AN EYE OPENER. GREAT INFO... THANKS .. SO GLAD I FOUND THIS PAGE !!! 
 

 
Jeannie Dale Thank you sooooo much!!!  
 
 
 

Mel Swigerposted toRoger Biduk  
Roger, thank you for being here. I am so glad to have found you. Is there one type of cat food that can 
be fed to both an older cat ( 12-15) and a younger kitten (3 months) and her mother ( 1? not sure was a 

pregnant stray_) 
 

 
Oren Ferrari Wow. Great info. "Vital animals don't get heartworm." I like that quote. 

 
Laine Bever-Dotter Roger Biduk, I bought my puppy some Wellness for puppies, the other day..I don't want 
her eating any of the junk that is in the so called popular brands anymore..thank you so much for all of 

your advice on FB.! ♥ 
 
Elizabeth Jane Underwood I finally contacted Kindred Spirits on Fort St. and managed to get an appointment 
with Dr. Allyson Belyea. To make a long story short, it ended costing me $110 for her to tell us everything you 

did Roger! We started our cats on their new food a few days ago. They're doing well and we will continue to keep our 
dog away from those crappy foods. Thanks so much Roger! 

 
Debbie Daniel awesome 
 

 
 Elizabeth Jane Underwood Thanks again, and by the way I did tell her about your website. I am so blown 

away when I think of how we asked our vet if there was another diet we could try he totally dismissed us. Allyson is 
convinced that we will very quickly need to significantly reduce the amount of insulin we need and very likely be able 
to reverse the diabetes altogether. Our cats and dog are looking forward to trying your new food when it's out there 
on the shelves! 
 
Zorica Nikolin Thank you Roger Biduk for this excellent post. Very useful and educational. 
 

  
Jan Robbins thank you Roger! 

 
Kathy Mene I have been trying to spread the word about this issue which you have so eloquently addressed. I'm 
hoping that you don't mind me re-posting for all the pet people I know. Thank you for taking the time. I'm sure it will 

help countless grateful animals. 

 
Shelly March Your site is great! I will make immediate changes and learn more about the raw food diet. Thank 

you! 
 

  Kathryn Winters Another excellent article. 
 

 Tonats Balmaceda thanks for sharing. 
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  Ramil Carcamo Good read for all cat lovers. 

 
Christine Ricci Thank you for doing such a great service to pet owners by revealing the harmful, bad, ingredients 
hidden in top brand foods. Thank you, again, keep up the great work 

Glamma's PageRoger Biduk 
Hey Roger, 
I just gave my pup a raw small chicken leg ..skin off..he looked at me like I was a crazy woman..then when he realized 
it was OK..he went to town & didn't waste anytime..now he's just enjoying the leg bone.. 
he looked so happy..lol I'm glad I found you!..it makes sense to me about how they should eat.. 
Thank you for being there.. 
 
Shelly March Wow! Thank you for posting this. I will be making some dietary changes for my pets! Really makes 
sense. 
 
Jeannie Dale Very helpful!!! Thank you so much!! 
   

 Sue Tabor Core Wellness canned dogfood has done wonders for my beagle. She's like a new dog 
 

Ann Hall Roger BidukThank you for accepting my request, I found your name while reading about Ol'Roy 
dog food, we have four Shih Tzu's and feed them Taste of The Wild grain free, Thank you for making such 
good info available for everyone to read. 

 
Risky M. Molnarposted toRoger Biduk  
Roger, I truly enjoy your research articles. Thank you. 
 

 Sallie Royse Cooper thanks Roger! 
 
 Kathryn Winters Excellent article 

 
 
Glamma's PageRoger Biduk 

Hey Roger.. I just gave my pup a raw small chicken leg ..skin off..he looked at me like I was a crazy woman..then when 
he realized it was OK..he went to town & didn't waste anytime..now he's just enjoying the leg bone.. 
he looked so happy..lol I'm glad I found you!..it makes sense to me about how they should eat.. 
Thank you for being there.. 
 

Maria Rizko Dunsmore-Scicluna Thanks for posting. Great information to know. 
 

Joey's Mum Roger Biduk Thanks so very much for replying..I am a senior on a fixed income & I cannot afford what I 
would like... if I were to switch my dog to a raw diet where & how would you recommend I start??? My pup's name is 
Joey 

 Joey's Mum Roger Biduk Thank you so much for explaining all to me..will let u know how it's working for 
him! 

 
Laine Bever-Dotterposted toRoger Biduk  
I am going to pick up some Wellness core today, after reading what you wrote about it. I just want her to grow up to 
be very healthy. Thank you for your love of animals. I adore all animals..big and small.. 
 
Debbi Stroll Freedman   
Roger Biduk has a wealth of information about dogs & cats and it makes sense to Bruce and me. We are going to start 
our dogs on a raw meat diet in the next couple of weeks...slowly. In one of his articles, he states that dogs SHOULD BE 
living up to as much as 25 yrs NOT 10-15 as most of them are. On his site, there are also videos about the "making of 
dog foods"..some of them. The site of THIS alone was enough to make me 're-think' what I should be feeding to Nola 
and Gottie. Thank you Roger! 

 
Maggie ArnoldRoger Biduk 
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Roger, the more I read of what you have to say, the more grateful I am, that someone in my GSD group posted your 
name to friend. I lost my last girl at only the age of 6 - just turned 6 - to a tumor in her spleen. I was devastated! My 
16 month old developed allergies, after her first rabies shot and I haven't let them give her a shot since. Between the 
two, I have been reevaluating everything from diet to vaccinations to neutering. I blame GMOs for losing my last girl. 
My current girl, as I said in my intro is on raw and I want to make sure I'm doing everything right. The Dog Food 
Project opened my eyes to a lot! Commercial foods scare the hell out of me, both for myself and my 4 legged babies. I 
have done a lot of research on what's in commercial foods, and being one of those "health nuts" from the 70s and 
managing health stores for several years, I don't have a lot of faith in the FDA or vets or doctors, for that matter. Is 
there a good holistic vet near Toledo, OH? I was checking your list and didn't come across one. Thank you for all 
you're doing, sharing your knowledge 
 
 
Brenda Dugganposted toRoger Biduk 
Roger... like you said better late than never! I headed out and got my lab 10 new cans of beef & turkey stews 
Wellness. I also got the yogurt, banana & apple wellness treats that I used to give him years ago. He LOVES them. He 
also just gobbled down a few mouth fulls of the weight management Wellness core dry. So it appears we are off to a 
good start. Calling Mark Russo at Kingston Vet tomorrow. Can't wait to get an appointment with him. My dog "Tahoe" 
thanks you too!!! 
 
Author Sue Julsen  
Thanks for all the wonderful info. Thanks for the endorsement Roger. I really appreciate it. You did miss one. There 
are 7 books available, and I'm working on a new one now. Please let me know when you have your own label. Our 
babies are so important to us and we want to feed them only the best. The info on your FB page and your website is 
the most complete and accurate account of what's in those "good for your dog/cat" foods that will actually shorten 
the fur-babies lives. Shame what people will do to turn a profit! 
 

  Debbie Daniel  
i could get lost in this info.. awesome..thanks Roger. Would LOVE to add an article or two of yours to my site..with 
your link and name of course...http://www.holisticandorganixpetshoppe.com/index.html 
 
Andrea Muntzposted toRoger Biduk  
Thank You For Accepting My Friend Request Roger...I Look Forward To Reading Your Posts! Keep Up The Great Work! 
 
Armond Casagrandeposted toRoger Biduk  

Thanks for adding me Roger. You do great work! 
 

Patricia Fletcher Thank you so much Roger for getting back with me so quick about this issue 
 
Stephanie Sleeth Swihart I just went to Pet Smart and bought the canned and dry food and mixed it...she ate 
it!! Of course she did pick out some of the dry food to get to the canned food! Lol think we'll try this few more 

days if she keeps picking out dry food we will just give her the canned food! Thanks again for your help! 
 
Cynthia Fernandez posted to Roger Biduk  
Thank you for the add! I just happen to come across a link to your website and yours is by far the most informative 
site I've seen. I am seriously thinking of switching to an all 100% raw meat diet for my 1yr old German Shepherd. I am 
researching it but could you tell me what a daily meal looks like for your husky? Thanks for your info 
Roger Biduk  
Hello Cynthia,  
Nice dog... 
My Siberian’s diet is right here. http://bit.ly/16RJ4RA .  
Feed your GS around 1.5 lbs- 2.4lbs/day which is 2%-3% of his/her adult weight of 77 lbs and make sure it’s a 
balanced diet. 
 
Linda Hansenposted toRoger Biduk  
Thank you for educating me about the pet food I was feeding my dog and my new kitten. I didn't know how bad it 
was. 
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Elizabeth Jane Underwood  
Thanks so much for all your help. I will get right on it and I will keep you posted 
 
Jan Wahl Yaleposted toRoger Biduk  
Thank you for accepting my friend request. I wish I was in a position to be an investor; but I can guarantee I will be a 
customer! 
 
Diane Holaway Wray  
Thank you for adding me !! And thank you for your devotion to all of our fur babies !!! 
 
Rick Lyellposted toRoger Biduk  
Thank you for your great website and all the info necessary to help us keep our pets healthy and happy. I had no idea 
so much of the pet food you buy is so toxic and unhealthy. Time for a change in diet for my guys!! 
 
 Aaron N Leasia Korbel  
Thanks for adding us, we have three dogs and I had some luck treating a Great Pyrenees in the past using raw food, 
but would like to know more about it! Thanks for the page, I will look forward to reading your informative posts 
 
Diane Rathbun-Spencer Roger Biduk 
Thank you for your dedication to feeding our pets well! I spread the word about the need for education for human 
and pet food! 
 
Mashael M Alsaud I love your posts! Thank you for taking the time to share them Dog owners in Riyadh 

Communication-Féline Com Roger, thanks for accepting my friend request. I love what you do for our animals! Best, 
Guadalupe, Longueuil, Qc 
 
Mashael M Alsaud Roger Biduk what you did for him is amazing! He is lucky you found him. I am glad that people like 
you exist. Dog owners in Riyadh 
 
Tom Schmidt Jr Hi Roger. I love the information you have and post to the group "Dog Owners against Sentry Pro" 
 
Melody Mozart  

I'm so happy for you. I wish you success and good health. 

Kim Spensley I wish I could find a holistic vet in my area. I don't think there are any though 
Roger Biduk Where are you? 
Kim Spensley Albuquerque, NM 
Roger Biduk I’m aware of one holistic vet near you and she’s  retty good: 
 
Dr. Christine Wilson, DVM 
1925 Juan Tabo Northeast, Suite E  
Albuquerque, NM 87112  
Tel.: 505-332-0273  
Website: http://bit.ly/11UXAkT  
 
Here’s also my  age of almost 900 holistic vets in the U.S. with their bios, websites and contact info. All do phone 
consultations, they often don’t have to see your cat/dog, and some are among the very best in the world. 
http://bit.ly/136ERUJ 
Kim Spensley Thank you Roger! 
Roger Biduk My pleasure... 
 
Kim Spensley My girl Tierra got sick from her vaccinations. She lived with autoimmune issues for 8 of her 14 years and 
in the end died from bone cancer. I TOTALLY agree with this article. 
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Charles Raywood Well said Roger Biduk 
 
Dabid Chua hi sir roger , im thinking of.. i will make you one of the moderator of my cat group exotic shorthair cat 
philippines. you can write or make your own file in the notes. what can you say? btw are you a filipino? EXOTIC 
SHORTHAIR CAT PHILIPPINES 
 
Shaman'a Ital JahRoot Give thanks for the EMPIRICAL and Forward TRUTH; I've been teaching this for twenty (20) 
YEARS. That "kibble" is unhealthy. NO DOG, NO WOLF ever descended on Kibble. They ate wild foods, scavenger 
foods, organ meats, and they knew to eat greens to heal themselves, also tree barks. Immunizations can be a help 
ONCE in the dogs' life. The Bordatella is a complete waste of immunity and time! I never give them and I have 
boarded with permission from kennels that know it's 'hype'. This is BIG BUSINESS FOLKS! I ask my clients as a Shaman 
who works with ENERGY and Whole FOODS for hue mons and companions animals that are not "owned" to seek 
wellness and balance with indigenous ways. The number of Veterinarians that have dismissed my ways with 
statements like: "Your dog may break a tooth..." is "appeal to fear." Fortunately, I have a former career in law for 
over 18 years so I bring a tremendous professional background into my practice. I am thankful for the works that you 
bring to this page! THANK YOU! 
 
abid Chua  
thanks for this info EXOTIC SHORTHAIR CAT PHILIPPINES 
 
Kim Spensley  
Thank you for putting that out there Roger. I believe in supporting the immune system, not attacking it. This is really 
good to see. 
 
Sherif Tawfik Ackad Wow ! Cat Owners & Lovers in Kuwait 
 
Roger Biduk Are you happy with these holistic vets and their approach to Cowboy's problems? 
Rhonda Joines So far she has been wonderful.............calls everyday to check on him......that i appreciate so very 
much.....and with Dr. Raditic and her husband both working on his case I feel like he is getting the best care that is 
around here...........Thank you so much Roger Biduk for sending me and my sweet cowboy to her!!! 
She not only does holistic vet.... She does acupuncture, chiropractic and conventional medicine.... She is truly one 
awesome person. 
Roger Biduk Good vets like her and her husband do exactly that.. that's why everyone should be working with a 
holistic vet... must have said that 600 times already on FB and people still don't get it... 
Rhonda Joines yeah I think you have told me a few times truth is unless you go to a holistic vet you don't know or see 
the difference...........that is for me anyway............I see a BIG difference. 

 
  
Veronica Carter Salamat sa pag post ani, nadugangan akong kaalam [Thanks for this post. It adds wisdom]. 
Bohol Dog Owners ( BDO ) 
 
Debbie Daniel love your posts Roger Biduk. 
 
Judy Grant McCallister thanks for posting this 
 
Jason Dela Pena Very nice. Sometimes, vax do more harm than good. 
Philippine Dog Owners (PDO) Nationwide 

Pamela Sichi I just took my dog who has diabetes to one of the vets that was on your list, she is both but the first step 
was to start home cooking and we go back for blood work the 1st of the month he is diabetic we know that for sure 
but she showed me other things the other vet missed so i hope to get him healthy! Like his numbers on his thyroid i 
am so glad i friended you and found her! 
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Ali Wilson My dogs are loving all this! just wish i had all this info years ago ! 
 
Uta Harrison Thank you Rodger for investing so much work in my search for dog food for Nike!!! 
 
Norma J Fleming-Super LOVE this....as it feeds into my beliefs and practices! 
 
Roger Biduk 
Thanks for the birthday wishes... unexpected and overwhelmed... 
Alex Abbott Its well deserved for all the good you do! 
 
Alex Abbottposted toRoger Biduk  
near Fairfield, CT 
I had been reading Roger's site for a short time and figured he deserved some recognition, so I sent him this 
message... 
"Hey Roger, 
I just wanted to say that I love your website and have learned a lot from reading it. I work as a dog nutritionist myself 
and have been doing so for the past couple of years. I am also getting ready to start taking courses needed to apply to 
vet schools eventually. Keep up the good work! 
 
Rhonda Joines Roger,  I just wanted to let you know that I finally got intouch with Dr. Raditic and Cowboy has an 
appointment with on Monday at 9:00am............wish us luck and thank you so much..... 
 
Patsy Breslin I am going raw with my dog now, thank you for all the information, 
 
Alex Abbott Just posted my question on your wall.. thanks for the help.. I am learning so much from you and your 
site! 
 
Uta Harrison OMG, thank you Rodger!!! 
 
Doris J Dicksonposted toRoger Biduk  
Roger, I opened a small pet shop February 16th in Massachusetts with the following mission statement: healthy, 
holistic, chemical-free, by-product free, meal free, grain-free, locally or US sourced and made products. I use your 
article as a reference to why people should not feed their pets grain even the rice vets tell people is so wonderful.  
Thanks for your article. 
 
Shaman'a Ital JahRoot Roger! I just got to your website! VERY nice, love the works!  
Dog nutrition including raw feeding. 
 
Luke Godley 
thats awesome! and thank you I am very proud of where the group has gone which sounds odd as its just an online 
community but i have put a lot of time and effort into opening it up. 
your information is definitely appreciated! 
 
Ali Wilson Thanks once again for all your help its very much appreciated. 
 
Sandy SpezRoger Biduk I really like what you have to say. Thank You! 
 
Wendy Shoulders Yes Roger Biduk - I wish I had found your site sooner - it would have saved me weeks of trawling 
the net.  
Dog Owners Isle Of Wight 
 
Paleo Pet Goods · 109 like this 

 TIPS FOR PET PARENTS: UNDERSTANDING LABELS REGARDING ETHOXYQUIN INGREDIENTS THAT CAN BE 
HIDDEN IN PET FOODS 
Read up on Roger Biduk's insightful post on this dangerous ingredient. It's not just in pet food! 
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Sandy Spez What a spiral of danger we are in with feeding ourselves and our pets. Do your research, do your 
homework, question everything and everyone...Ignorance can be deadly. Thank goodness for those who are exposing 
these dangers. 
 
Christine Kelly Gietzen That's right Roger! You tell 'em! I have a real challenge with some folks I talk to down here in 
Houston, TX who only look at price tags. It's like they see the price that fits their "ideal" budget, but they don't bother 
to read the label to see what's in that price. I find that most people feed their pets about as well as they feed 
themselves. If someone goes to fast foods all the time, they probably go to the fast food isle in the store for their pet 
food. But folks who care about their own health and nutrition, usually care just as much about their pet's health and 
nutrition, and they look at labels first, not the price, and definitely not whether the bag is pretty or not. 
 
Roger Biduk Nice post Christine... what's ironic is that these people buying cheap pet foods with bad and dangerous 
ingredients will end up paying thousands of dollars in vet bills, just a matter of time... plus the physical and emotion 
pain the cat/dog will go through that a price tag cannot be put upon... 
Christine Kelly Gietzen Totally! I agree 100%!!! 
 
Lin Showyin Thank you for this informative reading even though I found it absolutely disgusting that this is allowed to 
happen....Little wonder why there are so many health issues in the USA & instead of blaming a lot of these health 
issues on certain blood lines & praying for DNA tests to be available perhaps more people should really look at what 
they feed their dogs. 
 
Patsy Breslin I am going raw with my dog now, thank you for all the information, 
Dog Owners Isle Of Wight 
 
Calina Dubacs wrote on your timeline. 
Happy birthday! May you live long and healthy and keep teaching us how to have healthy pets. 
 
Dana McPhersonposted toRoger Biduk  
"(¯`v´¯)♥░H░A░P░P Y B I R T H D A Y░◦♥.`·.¸.·´ ¸.·´¸.·´¨) ¸.·*¨)(¸.·´ (¸.·´ .·´ ¸¸.·¨ `*~*~*♥ Happy Birthday to you 
♪♫•*¨*•.¸¸♥ ¸¸.•*¨*•♫♪ Happy Birthday to you ♪♫•*¨*•.¸¸♥¸¸.•*¨*•♫♪.¸¸♥ ¸¸.•*¨*•♫♪ Happy Birthday♥ ♪♫•*¨*•.¸¸ 
Happy BirthdayTo You!! ♪♫•*¨*•.¸¸♥ ¸¸.•*¨*•♫♪  
Happy Birthday to youuuuuuuuuuuuuu. ♪♫•*¨*•.¸¸♥ ¸¸.•*¨*•♫♪ ♪♫•*¨*•.¸¸♥ 
 
Wendy Shoulders I am sorry for your losses and grateful for your site  
Dog Owners Isle Of Wight 
 
Dabid Chua thanks for posting. 
EXOTIC SHORTHAIR CAT PHILIPPINES 
 
Dani Doolittle Cruse oh excellent Roger, i'll order some straight away..... 
Dani Doolittle Cruse really much appreciated. 
Bedford, England · 
 
Cindy Harper Thanks Roger! 
Murphys Perez Shaman'a Ital JahRoot Nice to know someone else feeds Nori - my entire crew except one loves it 
Dog nutrition including raw feeding. 
 
Carla Jooste Great post!! My vet is advocating more of a raw diet, which I love, she's so on board with labels and 
doesn't pooh pooh one when one speaks out of concern. She's awesome. Cats Against Declawing 
 
Allan Ray Panaligan Thanks for the tip Roger appreciate it! 
 
Nature's Pets 
Its doing pretty good except the burning heat lol 
I wanted to say im so glad I finally made a fb and came accross your page! I 
You are doing a grest job providing us with all this information 
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Im glad there is someone I can contact personally to help out. Ive been making raw food for my cats for awhile now 
and knowing kuwait with this lack of animal awareness and care I decided to do do something about it and make a 
chance. Ive been in business for about a year or so making homemade monthly meals for cats and dogs plus treats 
and snacks. However, im pretty sure there are things I need to readjust and lack ths knowledge of it. 
Change* 
Im also working in the society here l. When I first started they had zero knowledge about raw food or dangers in 
commercial food and were against the whole concept but that God ive changed that! I have been educating them in 
every aspect of care and health and now they are more interested in knowing the companies they have been using 
whether they are good or not! That's my new project atm 
Sorry im tlking a lot but im very excited lol 
 
Wendy Ellen Bodick 
thank yu soooo much for posting articles like these.we have to spread this around for sure.I know I will do my 
part,because I put my life on the line for all animals.if only we could walk in their paws and see what life is like eh? 
 
Angie Roberts So nice to hear someone talking good sense! Thank you for the information about heart worm, I shall 
read it with interest. I would not put toxic chemicals into or on our beloved dogs either. Dog Owners / Breeders 
Should Need A License ! !  
 
Gail Zilinski 
oh..Roger!..that was very well put! 
I have also read those articles you mentioned. They are very good and I was quite comfortable with the amount of 
information they provided. Instead of trying to hide anything; Champion has always been upfront and willing to 
correct and fix any mistakes it has made. After all...aren't we all human??  
Trying to find a dog food that met my dogs needs was not easy nor did I take it lightly. I researched a long time before 
I found Orijen to be one of the best in the dog food industry. I was considering going raw but with my health and 
budget it just wasn't as feasible as I had hoped. I had even called the company to ask a lot of questions and they were 
very accommodating. 
It angers me so much when someone who is so little educated or is too lazy to spend the time to get their facts 
straight/right would make such outlandish comments. I want to THANK YOU for setting the record and backing it up 
with the links. Your time is greatly appreciated in this matter. God Bless!..and my dogs say..woof, woof! 
 
Fern Webb 
please add me as a friend. I have 5 cats and post a lot for dogs and cats. You seem to be up on what is going on. 
 
Kate Anderson 
thks for your advise and showing us out here a different approach to some things - yes information here is hard to get 
yes often we cant get what we want but hey as a new dog owner getting some guidance on good reference info is a 
good thing - thank you - one more question if I may to save some hours of reading - is it an okay thing to feed your 
dog rice? FYI sometime we can get brown rice here other times we can not all the luck of the shopping day. 
 
Rhonda Joines 
Roger I have been reading your post........very interesting.....I do not give my dogs heart meds.....what is your advice 
on vaccines.......if you have any suggestions at all on what would be best for my sweet cowboy.... I am seriously 
begging for your assistance in any way form or fashion.....i love my dogs with all my heart and never want them to 
suffer in any way 
 
Gail Bossett Ziemski 
Hello I am a small time breeder in my home and al, the dog food recalls and complaints have got me worried.  
I use Nutro Ultra puppy. Now I am very worried. The more I read the more confused I get. What should I be buying. 
Thanks in advance for your help. I breed Shih Tzu's AKC/DNA champion bloodlines. My pets are my babies that I 
breed. 
 
Octavio Cavazos thank you so much for such valuable information, roger!! this is a topic thats been worrying me for a 
while and now i feel like im more informed and prepared 
 
Kathryn Winters Excellent article. 
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Tricia Lawlessposted toRoger Biduk  
Thanks for adding me, Roger! I've been enjoying your great posts regarding nutrition. My 5 year old spayed female 
Newfie has just been diagnosed with her 4th UTI in 8 months (post CCL repair.) Her vet saw struvite crystals in her 
specimen this time around and wants me to start her on Royal Canin SO or Hills U/D prescription. I've asked to treat 
her with cranberry and ester-C to acidify her urine, increased fluids by way of adding broth to her Orijen instead of 
just plain tap water for 10 days to flush, since her pH was 8 and her urine was very concentrated. I'd appreciate any 
thoughts you have on prescription diets. 
 
Gillian Marrahposted toRoger Biduk  
Thank-you for your information. 
I am getting a Great Dane puppy, at 8 weeks of age, this week. I have heard that they have special dietary needs. 
What would you recommend that I feed her? She is currently on Wellness Adult food.  
 
Melony Honeycuttposted toRoger Biduk  
I am wanting to start feeding a raw diet but don't really want to do it myself as I have very little free time to prepare. 
Is there a good quality raw diet that is already prepared and frozen? What companies are reputable for these raw 
diets that I could trust to order from? Thanks so much, your info has been very helpful. 
 
Lisa Young Yikes, I'm going to check my cats' food labels now! Korat Cat Owners 
 
Lorel Berg This should be flagged and at the top of this column! TY! Rag Doll Cat Owners 
 
 Allan Ray Panaligan Problem is Evo, Orijen, Wellness, Canidae and other top premium grain-free, ethoxyquin free 
imported brands are really hard to find. 
Maski ako naghahanap ako ng mga brand na yan makabili ka ngayon after some time out of stock. Actually laging out 
of stock! Philippine Dog Owners (PDO) Nationwide 
 
ZaZa Fontana Motyka Roger.. when I learned about Raw Feeding back in 1976 she added fat as well you are one of 
the first people who does Raw who I have seem mention it.. I do the same 
Dog nutrition including raw feeding.  
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